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1. The Need for Strong Legislatures: Introduction

Modern democracies are characterized by shared decision-making by the legislative and executive branches. Generally, a country’s constitution formally structures this interaction. Practicality, precedent and habit then fill in the gaps to create the political system under which a government operates on a daily basis. Because these circumstances differ considerably in each country, democracies vary widely in how political power is shared and the relative influence each branch of government has over policy formulation.

Accepted practices in one successful democracy may be unimaginable—or even unconstitutional—in another, equally vibrant democracy. The health of a democracy declines dramatically, however, when the executive branch excessively dominates the legislature. A government with a legislature lacking the capacity to effectively oversee the executive or influence policy—a legislature that exists solely to “rubber stamp” executive decisions—cannot be deemed democratic in the modern sense.

Despite the need for strong legislatures, many legislatures are overwhelmingly dominated by the executive branch. This problem is especially prevalent in emerging democracies. While democratic elections in these countries may result in multiparty legislatures, they rarely yield strong democratic institutions. Typically, new multiparty legislatures “lack the organization, financial resources, equipment, experienced members and staff to serve as a mature and autonomous point of deliberation in the policy process.” Amid a legacy of executive branch dominance, legislators in these countries are frequently unable to envision, let alone create, a “level playing field” in which the legislature fully participates in lawmaking and checks executive power. Without this level playing field, newly democratic countries risk reverting to exclusive rule by the executive.

In nearly all democracies, leaders of the executive branch (i.e., presidents, prime ministers, cabinet ministers) typically command much of the political power, control the financial resources, possess staff dedicated to developing policies and implementing laws, produce the bulk of legislation, manage government contracts and administer government programs. Despite executive dominance in many countries, the relative balance of power between the
legislative and executive branches in a country can be changed. If new legislatures are going to play a central role in a nation’s governance, it is up to legislators themselves to build strong legislative institutions by asserting themselves in the regular law-making and oversight functions, or through specific structural changes via constitutional amendment, legislation or rules of procedure.

This paper attempts to assist legislators in their efforts to assert legislative authority. It describes legislative-executive relations in various democracies, as well as mechanisms and strategies that can be employed to improve that relationship. Specifically, this paper examines:

* Structural, political, and traditional factors that help determine the relative level of influence each branch of government exercises, and

* Methods that legislators can use to assert their rights and prerogatives and enhance their influence over policy and oversight processes.

Examples of these methods are taken from countries all over the world, at various stages of democratic development.

2. LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE RELATIONS IN DIFFERENT GOVERNANCE SYSTEMS

Parliamentary, Presidential and Hybrid Systems

The type of governmental system under which a country operates fundamentally influences the structure and tenor of legislative-executive relations. Each system assigns certain fundamental privileges and responsibilities to the legislature and executive, respectively, while additional factors encourage cooperation or reward confrontation between the branches.

Each system also contains ambiguities that enable an assertive legislature or ambitious executive leaders to expand their influence. Legislators that desire to have a greater impact on the policy process or enhance oversight of the executive can work within these gray areas to enhance their influence.

Most democracies may be classified as either parliamentary or presidential. Some systems have blended features of both and are known as hybrid systems. 4

Parliamentary Systems—The Westminster Model

The classic example of parliamentary government is the Westminster system (e.g., the United Kingdom). In this system, the head of government (prime minister) and his or her cabinet are members of the ruling party (or parties in a coalition government) in the legislature. The government is dependent on the support of the legislature and is subject to removal from office by a vote of no confidence. Members of Parliament (MPs), chosen in fair and meaningful elections, select the head of government in a formal parliamentary vote that may follow internal negotiations among party leadership.

The legislature has the power both to appoint and dismiss members of the government (or cabinet). In addition, while the prime minister in a parliamentary system typically possesses greater political power than his or her fellow ministers, the cabinet as a whole tends to operate in a collegial manner—decisions on overall...
government policy are generally reached by consensus.\(^5\) The well-established convention of “collective responsibility” often dictates that a minister who wishes to publicly disagree with fellow cabinet members must first resign from the cabinet.\(^6\) Collective responsibility is further bolstered by standards that protect the confidentiality of government discussions.\(^7\)

**Presidential Systems— The U.S. Model**

The United States is an example of the classic presidential model that separates the legislative and executive into two distinct branches with their own independent electoral mandates. It is therefore possible (and not uncommon) to find situations of “divided government,” where a majority of members in the legislature belongs to a party different than that of the president.

The legislature in this system can remove the president, but only by invoking a rarely used impeachment process that typically requires a super-majority vote by the legislature. Impeachment proceedings usually require that the president be found to have acted improperly, whereas a vote of no confidence in the Westminster parliamentary system is a function of political support (or lack thereof).

A president appoints\(^8\) and dismisses members of his or her cabinet. Presidential cabinet members, like their parliamentary counterparts, wield significant power over their respective agencies. Unlike parliamentary ministers, however, they tend to be “advisors and subordinates” to the president, rather than potential successors.\(^9\)

**Hybrid Systems— The French Model**

An increasingly common option combines elements of both parliamentary and presidential systems. France represents the classic case of this mixed or “hybrid” system. There, the electorate directly chooses both the parliament and the president. The president then appoints the prime minister and the cabinet based on proportional party representation in parliament, which may require the president to appoint a prime minister

---

### Parliamentary, Hybrid and Presidential Systems of Government

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Parliamentary</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Presidential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Executive Selected by:</strong></td>
<td>Legislature</td>
<td>Voters</td>
<td>Voters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Executive Dependent on Legislative Confidence?</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>President: No Prime Minister and Cabinet: Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of Cabinet</strong></td>
<td>Collegial/ Collectively</td>
<td>Collegial/ Collectively</td>
<td>Advisory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cabinet Appointed by:</strong></td>
<td>Legislature</td>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cabinet Dismissed by:</strong></td>
<td>Legislature</td>
<td>Legislature</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cohabitation/Divided?</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from a different party than his own. This “cohabitation” increases political competition within the executive branch.\textsuperscript{10}

In general, however, the French president controls policy areas such as foreign affairs, while the prime minister and the cabinet manage the day-to-day affairs of the government.\textsuperscript{11}

Because the hybrid system incorporates aspects of both presidential and parliamentary systems, “it has been argued that in practice it operates as one or the other, depending on whether the president and the parliamentary majority are of the same party.”\textsuperscript{12} For purposes of this paper, legislative-executive relations are examined primarily in the context of either presidential or parliamentary systems, under the assumption that hybrid systems will tend to resemble one or the other depending on electoral circumstances.

**T he Role of Parties in Parliamentary Systems**

Partisan politics significantly influence legislative-executive relations in both presidential and parliamentary forms of government. However, the blending of executive and legislative branches in parliamentary systems—in contrast to the separation of powers in presidential systems—makes party dynamics especially relevant for legislative-executive relations in those systems. As such, the role of parties in parliamentary systems receives special attention in this section. This analysis is divided into three areas: 1) relations between government leaders and the opposition; 2) relations between party leaders and backbenchers; and 3) relations between parties within a governing coalition.

**Government and Opposition**

The role of a governing party (or parties) in the legislature is to transform government policy into law. This role is subject to a number of constraints: proportion of seats, intra-party cohesion (and inter-party cohesion in the case of coalition governments), public opinion, and the strength of the opposition. The role of opposition parties in parliament is to challenge legislation advanced by the government. Typically, the opposition will advocate an alternative set of priorities, or a different way to address the issue being deliberated. The opposition can introduce amendments to a bill to bring it closer to its own position,\textsuperscript{13} mobi-
lize public support for an issue, and attempt to stall or defeat legislation.

---

Opposition parties can be subject to criticism if they are perceived as obstructionist.

---

Irish MP Jim Higgins notes that a good opposition “should strive to be constructive…this means only challenging legislation that clearly conflicts with opposition policy.”\textsuperscript{14} Opposition parties can be subject to criticism if they are perceived as obstructionist.\textsuperscript{15}

The most successful opposition parties are those that demonstrate the capacity to govern. In Ireland and the United Kingdom, opposition parties appoint ministers to a shadow cabinet,\textsuperscript{16} who act as spokespersons on issues within the jurisdiction of each ministry, formulating alternative policies or critiques based on the party’s platform. According to Higgins:

Essentially, as a shadow minister, you are a minister-in-waiting, ready to work if the government fails. Being ready for office, even anxious for office, is good for morale, but, more importantly, good for government. Opportunity exists to influence the government, if you have the will...you aren’t a shadow, but a vital and capable minister...who, along with opposition
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The gap between the preference of a bill passed in a house controlled by members who are not of your party.

The shadow minister strives to move government policy toward the opposition position by publicizing and gaining support for its alternative. If the opposition successfully mobilizes public opinion and the government fails to adjust its position accordingly, the government majority can be perceived as arrogant and unrepresentative.

Ministers and Backbenchers

Ruling and opposition leaders can each be constrained by backbenchers—rank-and-file MPs who are not members of the party leadership, and who may be able to articulate public sentiment that the leaders are not alert to. “This is especially the case in many countries in western Europe, where traditional partisan allegiances have begun to erode and party discipline may not be as strong as it once was.” Given this reality, it is increasingly common for cabinet members to consult with backbenchers. “The result of such consultation may well be that the government will not propose the legislation that it would if left to its own devices, but rather that the government will modify its preferences to produce a proposal that will minimize any incipient opposition among its supporters in parliament.”

Such consultations take place in the parliamentary party group, or caucus. Typically, these groups are officially recognized forums in which the party reaches consensus on pending draft bills. During group meetings, members debate their positions on draft laws; consider the opinion of party headquarters and the party platform; consider the likely impact on public opinion; and then vote. The majority decision determines how every member is expected to subsequently vote in the plenary.

On some occasions, serious discrepancies erupt between the preferences of the leadership and backbenchers. While the leadership undoubtedly can exert considerable power to persuade errant MPs to join their cause, backbench “revolts” are not uncommon. If enough backbenchers unite and threaten to vote against the party line, party leaders have little choice but to modify their proposals. In this way, the parliamentary party group provides a crucial opportunity for ordinary legislators to influence policy or legislation.

While the leadership can exert considerable power to persuade errant MPs, backbencher “revolts” are not uncommon.

Relations Between Coalition Partners

Coalition governments face the challenge of managing a relationship among parties in the coalition—parties that often have different ideologies and policy preferences. In order to provide coherent structure to these relationships, coalition governments frequently rely on a “coalition agreement.” The coalition agreement is a policy document designed by party leaders, with considerable input from MPs and the research institutes of each party. Another mechanism used to maintain good relations among coalition partners are weekly “Party Bureau” meetings where ministers, MPs and other party leaders debate policy proposals. These discussions build on decisions made by each party within their own parliamentary group meetings. Frequent cabinet meetings among ministers further strengthen inter-party relations.
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Membership in Parliament and Government

Governmental systems also differ on the issue of simultaneous membership in both the cabinet and the legislature, although this difference is not strictly divided between presidential and parliamentary systems. In the presidential systems of Brazil and the United States, legislators must resign their seat should they wish to become part of the cabinet. This is also the case in Norway, Belgium and the Netherlands, systems that are described as parliamentary.

Ghana represents another approach. The Ghanaian constitution requires the majority of the cabinet to be MPs. The practice that emerged in the 1990’s, however, is that the more influential cabinet positions (e.g., Defense, Finance, Foreign Affairs, and Justice) go to non-MPs. Furthermore, because the constitution allows the president to appoint additional ministers and deputy ministers, MPs occupied fewer than 50 percent of total ministerial posts in 2000. According to an observer of Ghana’s legislature:

By using his constitutional authority to establish ministerial posts, the president has bought off disgruntlement within his own party or kept parliament from fulfilling its role of executive oversight. It is not unusual to see the shuffling of ministerial posts to punish a wayward Minister/MP or to reward another. It is patronage politics at its best. The initial intent, to ensure that a majority of Cabinet Ministers comes from Parliament, has been corrupted.

Ministerial Dominance in the Namibian National Assembly

Forty-one of 78 seats in the Namibian National Assembly belong to ministers or deputy ministers, leaving less than half for backbenchers and the opposition. As ministers and deputy ministers are leaders of the executive branch, the independence and strength of the Assembly is severely limited. Furthermore, such ministerial dominance decreases the political incentives to remain an MP. However, none of the MPs in Namibia’s National Council, which reviews Assembly decisions, are ministers or deputy ministers.

The Path to Executive Leadership

Differences in governmental systems also affect legislative-executive relations by dictating the career paths (and thereby political incentives) of legislators and executive leaders. In most parliamentary systems, ministers serve as ordinary members before they achieve their leadership positions and are therefore familiar with the various aspects of an MP’s job (campaigning, constituency service, sitting on committees, questioning ministers, amending legislation, etc.). These ministers can relate to many of the issues facing members. This pattern affects legislative-executive relations by creating an “apprenticeship” system. In this environment, a significant proportion of members see their tenure in parliament as a stepping-stone to ministerial posts. They use their positions to “perform” for leaders in both the ruling and opposition par-

Can Winning Legislative Office be Bad for One’s Political Career?

In certain presidential systems with weak legislatures, serving in the legislature can often impede rather than assist one’s career in politics. Aspiring Mexican politicians often have little interest in running for legislative office where they may languish in relative obscurity, and instead opt for positions in the executive branch at the federal or state level. This cycle can become self-perpetuating: the legislature remains weak because it cannot attract talented politicians to strengthen it.
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ties. In turn, party leaders are continually judging members’ political and rhetorical skills to gauge their potential for leadership positions.

In presidential systems, legislative and executive politicians often take separate routes to their respective posts. Many U.S. presidents previously served as mayors, state governors, or military officers. Cabinet members in the U.S. are often culled from the ranks of academia, business and civil society. This is not to say that legislators never become presidents or cabinet members (Herbert Hoover did in 1928), only that one does not have to serve in the national legislature before becoming an executive branch leader.

3. LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE RELATIONS IN THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

The legislative process—whereby laws are developed and adopted, and the appropriate level of taxation and expenditure is determined—is one of the fundamental decision-making mechanisms of modern democracies. Because nearly all of the executive’s major policy initiatives must be approved by the legislature via this process, it provides a critical opportunity for legislators to influence policy and check executive power.27

Legislators around the world have developed practices, strategies and tools to ensure that they have a say in legislation. The following section outlines the legislative process in parliamentary and presidential systems and highlights the means by which legislators can and do have an impact on the process. In addition, despite the fact that the most visible portions of the legislative process occur with only legislators present (i.e., debates and voting), the legislative process is very much a collaborative exercise between the legislature and the executive in both parliamentary and presidential systems.

Pre-legislative Stage

Much of the time and effort exerted in shaping legislation occurs before a bill is actually proposed to the legislature. In parliamentary systems in particular, “the pre-legislative stage may be more important than the legislative stages.”28

In some parliamentary systems, particularly those in Scandinavia and the Low Countries of Europe, government policy is based on large social contracts between political parties and societal entities such as labor unions, churches, environmental organizations and business groups. The governing parties confer with these entities during the development of policies relevant to their interests.

In parliamentary systems in particular, the pre-legislative stage may be more important than the legislative stages.

Parliamentary governments often develop legislation by forming a commission to study and report on a particular issue. Although ostensibly designed to craft legislation, a commission also serves a vital oversight role. It investigates current practice regarding the policy in question, specifically any relevant laws, their intended goals and the manner in which they are currently implemented.

Commission findings are generally published in a report known as a “green paper” in many parliamentary systems. Opposition members then comment on the report, along with other interested parties in academia, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and the media, as well as the public-at-large.29 These comments serve to counter potential government bias in policy development, and are sometimes used by the op-
position in parliamentary debate. In some countries, such as Denmark and Sweden, public comments accompany the draft bill throughout the legislative process. Finally, the commission (or the government) introduces its bill to the legislature, along with a “white paper,” a formal statement of the government’s position on the issue.

The composition of these commissions represents a crucial issue for legislative-executive relations because many commissions predominantly comprise civil servants and ministers favorable to the government. This arrangement can severely limit the role of ordinary MPs (and parliament as a whole) in influencing legislation developed through this process. Legislators in some countries, however, have actively sought membership on these commissions.

Commission Involvement by Swedish MPs

In Sweden, MPs serve on commissions at a much higher rate than their Western European counterparts. Commission membership allows Swedish MPs to develop their expertise on certain issues, and affords them considerable experience in policy formation. It is also not uncommon for Swedish commissions to include opposition members. Having opposition members on a commission can serve as a signaling device for the government of divisive inter-party issues that may require resolution at some point in the legislative process.

While the government dominates the development of most legislative proposals, the opposition can play an indirect role by being an active and informed adversary. Although the opposition can rarely defeat government bills, it can focus public attention on government inconsistencies and unintended consequences of the proposed legislation. Resulting negative publicity can reflect poorly on the government in the following election. “Faced with this prospect, governments may well work to shape what they propose so as to blunt some of the anticipated opposition criticism,” before a bill is officially submitted.

Initiation of Legislation

In most democratic legislatures, the executive branch introduces 90 percent of the legislation, of which 90 percent is passed. From the first stage of initiation onwards, the legislative monopoly of [legislation] is markedly encroached upon, and the theoretical division of powers between the Legislative and the Executive tends to give way to the practice whereby the government takes the initiative in drafting and introducing legislation.

One major explanation for executive dominance in initiating legislation is that the government has an electoral mandate for its platform. The complexity of modern-day governance also contributes to executive domination. Comprehensive policies require overall knowledge of the situation in a country and a great deal of skill and knowledge of a variety of specialized areas including, law, economics, social science, medicine, physical science and communications technology. As such, legislation often demands the input of specialists to assess national needs in their respective areas and develop legislation accordingly. These experts are frequently members of executive agencies or ministries, and are often employed on a long-term basis.

In contrast, legislators often lack the financial, technical and legal resources necessary to develop and initiate legislation, especially legislation that can match the executive’s in comprehension and expertise. This is especially true in
emerging democracies. In order to help counter this disparity, many legislatures in emerging democracies are trying to develop increased legislative drafting capacity through staff training and development.

MPs rarely initiate legislation because a legislature spends most of its time addressing executive proposals, which derive from the electoral mandate of a winning platform. This is especially true in parliamentary systems where the executive is, by definition, the controlling majority of the legislature and therefore dictates the agenda. In these cases, the legislative majority is typically unwilling to devote time to bills that are not part of the government’s overall plan, particularly those that run counter to government policies.

In some cases, although government backbenchers do not have the right to introduce bills, government leaders may do so whether they are members of the legislature or not. In the United Kingdom, for example, backbenchers are prohibited from initiating legislation, unless they receive special permission from the House.

Legislators are often further hampered by restrictions when considering budgetary legislation. In many parliamentary systems, especially those based on the British model, MPs may not initiate legislation with financial consequences (e.g., to increase overall spending), which is exclusively reserved for the government. This restriction “may have the effect of emptying of all meaning [legislators’] right to introduce bills, because many, if not most, items of legislation have financial implications.”

Although government leaders typically initiate most legislation, opportunities occasionally arise for government backbenchers or the opposition. For example, former Polish MP Jerzy Wiatr describes a strategy in which the opposition used the element of surprise to catch the government off guard and take initiative on an issue:

One obvious way used by the opposition was to be faster than the government, to identify a field in which legislative action is necessary and take initiative. If the government is taken by surprise by the opposition, it is in a very uneasy position. It cannot oppose a bill simply because it comes from the opposition. So it has to support it but that would give points to the opposition.

Such a tactic requires opposition MPs to be prepared to act quickly when opportunities arise. Maintaining good relationships with journalists and NGOs can be especially helpful in this area, as they can serve as an early warning system and alert legislators to issues that require their attention.

Resolutions

A legislative majority can adopt a resolution to express its views on a particular issue. Unlike a law, a resolution lacks binding legal authority. Legislators use them to urge executive agencies or other elements of government to take certain actions or establish a study commission to examine an issue. Legislators occasionally use resolutions as an expression of recognition, commemoration or tribute to an individual or group.

The subjects of resolutions are under no legal obligation to comply with any requests/demands made. Therefore, resolutions must be used judiciously so as not to risk becoming meaningless. Nevertheless, resolutions can effectively raise awareness on an issue, especially if legislators are able to persuade the media and nongovernmental organizations to spread their desired message.
Backbenchers have received procedural support in some parliaments. For example, in the Australian Parliament, most of each Monday is reserved for private member business. On this day, members (of both ruling and opposition parties) are given priority to make motions and introduce bills, and are also provided with a block of time in which to make statements on issues of their choice. Although private member bills rarely become law, their occasional passage has had far-reaching consequences in some countries.

### Amending Legislation

Amendments can change any part of a bill, either by deleting certain words, phrases or sections, or by adding new provisions. The power to amend legislation is a particularly potent tool for legislators. Members can offer amendments in both committee and plenary sessions. The former has become an increasingly important forum, as committee discussion allows bills to be examined in detail by members and staff with specific expertise in that policy area. In contrast, debates on bills in plenary sessions tend not to “lead to significant amendments. Most of the work carried out on bills which leads to amendment takes place in committee or as a result of informal negotiation between parties.”

MPs in Germany and France are increasingly using committees to propose amendments, with the result that few government drafts are adopted without change. In addition to committees, other institutions can influence deliberation of legislation. In the United States, for example, the White House Office of Legislative Affairs serves as a vehicle through which Members of Congress can lobby the president. In turn, the Office is a tool for persuading legislators to see things from the president’s point of view—as well as for recommending trade-offs and compromises.

While the power to amend is critical for legislators, rules frequently restrict its use. These rules significantly affect legislative-executive relations—especially in parliamentary systems—because control over rules (and their interpretation) lies with the majority party. For example, rules that restrict amendments of financial legislation, similar to those that prohibit initiation of such bills, can severely limit the role of members in the legislative process.

Nevertheless, most amendment restrictions are fairly benign, and are intended to keep the process relevant and organized. For example, rules in France, Jordan and the Netherlands dictate that amendments be offered along with a statement of motives. Elsewhere, legislatures require amendments to be supported by more than one member. This stipulation varies: two (of 200) members are required in Finland, five (of 150) in Belgium, 25 (of 513) in Brazil, 26 (of 669) in Germany, and 30 (of 273) in Korea.

Written amendments in many countries must be offered one or two days in advance of formal proposal in order to be placed appropriately on the agenda and to facilitate discussion. Another common rule, as in the United States Congress, prohibits amendments that are not ‘germane’—i.e., that do not bear directly on the subject of the pending bill. Despite such rules, a good deal of latitude is generally left to “proposers” of amendments. Through the use of such latitude, the amendment process can remain a powerful tool for legislators to influence the legisla-
tive process—a process that otherwise lies largely in the hands of executive officials. If amendment powers are severely limited, so too is any meaningful role for legislators in the policy arena.

### Approving Legislation

For a bill to become law, it must first be approved by the legislature. Once a bill secures legislative approval, the executive branch enacts or promulgates it, and it becomes law. In parliamentary systems, government promulgation is automatic after legislative passage because the government had numerous opportunities to make changes during the amendment process. In the case of Germany, “because of stable coalitions and cohesive party voting, important government proposals are hardly ever defeated.”

In presidential systems, the executive retains the final opportunity to reject legislation through the veto process. The United States is the classic model in this regard. The U.S. President possesses three options when presented with bills passed by Congress. First, he may sign the bill promptly, making it law. Second, he may take no action. Two options exist in this case. If Congress is in session, the bill becomes law after 10 days. If Congress has taken its final adjournment during this 10-day period, the bill is, in effect, vetoed. The latter case is known as a “pocket veto.” The third course of action available to the President is to veto the bill and return it to Congress with his objections. From 1997 until it was declared unconstitutional in 1998, the President had the additional option of the “line item veto.” This allowed him to veto a dollar amount of discretionary budget authority, an item of new direct spending, or a tax change benefiting a class of 100 or fewer.

Legislators may set aside the president’s veto and enact legislation without his signature—override a veto—if both chambers vote to do so by a two-thirds majority. This super-majority is frequently difficult to muster, therefore prompting legislative cooperation with the executive.

### The Budget Process

The development, deliberation and passage of a budget with both legislative and executive participation represents “one of the vital checks and balances of democracy.” It is by far the most important piece of legislation addressed by the legislative and executive branches because “all daily operations of any government are inextricably bound up with budgeting. Arguably, what is good for the health of the budgeting system is good for the health of the overall system of governance.” Because of its sweeping consequences, the budget process is often a cause of significant friction between the legislative and executive branches.

The budget provides the legal framework and the income necessary for meeting the financial requirements of government. It serves four basic functions:

---

**Knowing the Rules**

In parliamentary systems, rules of procedure can often help legislators challenge executive domination. Many rules give considerable power to MPs, especially in parliamentary debate. Rules frequently guarantee MPs a voice in the proceedings, even MPs from minority parties. As one parliamentary scholar notes, rules are “a far more important protection than generally realized. Procedures constrain government.” However, the inherent power of these rules can be lost if legislators are unfamiliar with them and fail to use them to their advantage.
1. It enables total income to be compared with total expenditure;

2. It allows expenditure to be classified, and its relative importance and urgency assessed;

3. It enables its effects on the economic situation and on any national plan to be determined; and

4. It facilitates or provides an opportunity for parliamentary oversight (also called “parliamentary control”).

Budget development is typically the domain of the executive branch. The budget is primarily a political statement of government policy expressed in fiscal terms. The Inter-Parliamentary Union argues that “it is only proper that the government should be free to work out the implications of this program.”

The budget also requires technical expertise to design a comprehensive and accurate document that reflects the needs of all executive agencies.

Despite executive dominance over the budget, it is critical that the legislature play a significant part in the process. The necessity of legislative involvement is echoed by the Parliamentary Centre, which found strong evidence that “parliamentary involvement in budget planning can be the basis for economic policies that stress stabilization, and lead to spending and taxation priorities that reflect that goal.”

In most countries, the legislature exerts its influence over the budget through the amendment process. This capacity varies considerably among legislatures. At one extreme is the United States Congress, which possesses virtually unlimited amendment powers in the budget process.

Congress considers the President’s budget proposals and approves, modifies, or disapproves them. It can change funding levels, eliminate programs, or add programs not requested by the President. It can add or eliminate taxes and other sources of receipts, or make other changes that affect the amount of receipts collected.

Members of the U.S Congress have considerable influence over the budget. Both the House and Senate budget committees develop their own budget resolution with the assistance of the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO). The CBO provides Congress the necessary expertise to assess and often counter the President’s budget. Its staff of economists and public policy experts provide Congress with cost estimates of various policy options, as well as multi-year projections of government income. The CBO is an expensive resource, however. Its fiscal year 2000 appropriation totaled $26.1 million (of which 87% went to personnel costs).
In contrast, most parliamentary systems allow the legislature to amend the budget to reduce or increase spending and taxes, but often only within specific limits (e.g., that the deficit may not exceed the target proposed by the government). Even more restrictive are some legislatures in the Westminster tradition, which must either approve the budget in its entirety or defeat the government in a no confidence vote.

Authorization requirements are a common budgetary oversight tool in the U.S. Congress. Under this system, when Congress must first create the underlying program by passing a law—known as “authorizing” the program. Authorizing legislation commonly contains a description of the program and a ceiling on how much may be appropriated to fund it and for how many years. Then, in an entirely separate action, Congress may (or may not) appropriate funds for the program up to the maximum authorized amount.

When Congress passes a bill that creates a new program, the bill contains a provision such as: “There are hereby authorized to be appropriated $1,000,000 for the fiscal year 2001 to carry out the purposes of this act.” According to a Congressional expert, such a provision serves two purposes:

First, the amount authorized by the provision ($1,000,000 in this illustration) becomes a ceiling on how much Congress can appropriate without violating the rules of the House of Representatives. Second and more importantly, Congress can only appropriate funds to implement the law for the one fiscal year (in this case, fiscal year 2001). When it comes time for Congress to appropriate funds for the next fiscal year, it would violate the House’s rules for Congress to appropriate any funds to implement the law during that fiscal year unless Congress first has passed a law extending the authorization of appropriations through the next fiscal year.

This system requires Congress to pass two bills each year in order to allow a program to continue operating. One law authorizes appropriation for the program—and establishes policy boundaries—while the second specifies the amount of the appropriation itself. The re-authorizing process forces Congress to evaluate programs rather than just blindly appropriate additional funds year after year. Generally, the committee with jurisdiction over authorizing focuses its attention on programmatic oversight issues, allowing the Appropriations Committee to focus more on fiscal issues and maintaining spending restraint. As such, “Oversight becomes an almost inevitable byproduct of the congressional funding process.”

The Role of Committees

Committees serve a critical function in both the legislative process and legislative oversight of the executive. Committees provide a forum in which current laws, proposed bills, and other important issues can be studied in detail by legislators. Such forums also supply opportunities for legislators to focus their attention on, and im-
prove their understanding of, one set of complex issues, increasing their ability to participate meaningfully in the legislative process.

A well-developed committee system brings with it an additional resource for the legislature: a competent committee staff. As illustrated in this section and in the subsequent discussion on oversight, committees and committee staff play a crucial role in the legislative-executive relationship.

Permanent committees typically oversee portfolios that parallel executive agencies or ministries. Sometimes they cover policy issues that span multiple agencies. Issue-based committees (or more narrowly-focused subcommittees) can be effective forums for enhancing legislators’ understanding of technical and complex issues. With the assistance of committee staff, members can become area specialists in their own right, and can be a trusted resource for their colleagues on policy specifics and nuances.

Committee hearings often act as a primary avenue to inject public opinion into the legislative process, allowing various elements of society and government the opportunity to offer their opinions and expertise on proposed legislation (in contrast to plenary proceedings that are restricted to legislators). One survey of parliaments finds that public input can be found “principally in the committee stage.” The same survey notes, however, that restrictions on public contributions vary among legislatures:

[Public] involvement ranged from fairly restricted in Denmark, where after members of the public have sent in written submissions, the committee may invite witnesses to appear before it, usually for about a quarter of an hour. Danish committee members query witnesses but there is no “give and take” discussion between the committee and witness. This contrasts with the New Zealand Parliament where witnesses may also appear before committees to give oral evidence designed to supplement their written submissions. The degree of committee transparency varies from country to country. Swedish parliamentary committees meet in private, and according to the survey, this proves “conducive to a co-operative working environment within the committee, and these private stages are then balanced by the open parliamentary stages.”

While private hearings may help legislators negotiate policy, they deprive the public of opportunities to participate in the legislative process and eliminate an opportunity for other legislators, particularly from minority parties, to raise critical issues publicly.

Committee staff play an invaluable role in developing and analyzing legislation. Like their executive counterparts, committee staff members focus on one policy area, and may work on a particular committee for many years. Their tenure often allows them to develop key relationships with the staff of executive agencies. According to one expert on the Swedish Parliament:

“Sunset” Laws

Once created, government programs tend to become permanent fixtures of the bureaucracy, occasionally long after the justification for their establishment may have disappeared. Legislators can counter this tendency by including a provision in the law stipulating a date at which the program ends. Programs subject to these “sunset laws” must be re-evaluated by the legislature before they can continue.
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Parliamentary Party Groups vs. Committees?

Although many parliamentary systems have implemented committee systems to help develop and assess legislation, parties continue to play a major role in this process. Parliamentary party groups provide a forum where fellow legislators can discuss issues and strategy with their colleagues, as well as receive political and technical support. Party groups often provide staff to help legislators draft bills and amendments, prepare for parliamentary questions, and conduct public hearings. Rather than competing with committees, in many cases work in party groups tends to strengthen committee systems.

The importance of informal links between legislature and executive cannot be understated (sic). In particular, there have been increased contacts between departmental civil servants and the well-developed staffs of the [Parliament’s] standing committees. These are often at the instigation of the responsible minister with a view to disseminating information and culminate in a luncheon between officials representing Parliament and the political executive respectively.  

By developing cordial relationships with executive agencies, committee staff can improve cooperation between the legislature and the executive branch. Committee staff can help counter the enormous personnel advantages of the executive branch and so assist the legislature in analyzing legislation.

Executive leaders may not always appreciate the committee’s oversight role, however, given that they examine government programs and oversee their implementation. In parliamentary systems, governments often limit their support of and interaction with committees. In addition, governments may seek to restrict the capabilities of committees through its control of parliamentary resources.

Effective committee systems can be costly in terms of time and resources. For the legislature, committees require sufficient funds for staff, office space and material. The executive branch incurs costs in the form of preparing reports and providing evidence for committee analysis. Therefore, governments may limit the amount they are willing to budget for committee-related items, as well as general parliamentary infrastructure. Therefore, it is imperative that legislatures have some degree of control over their own budgets.

Governments may not always perceive committees as adversarial. They may in fact be seen as an ally in advancing government agendas, particularly in parlaments where the government enjoys a large majority. In this context, committee chairs can manage the committee process to cast the most favorable light on government policies. Therefore, committees may offer a way for governments to delegate some tasks without necessarily risking loss of political control.

In general, legislators can use committees to affect policy and enhance the institution’s position in legislative-executive relations. The Nicaragua National Assembly, for example, owes much of its increased capacity to “an active and extensive committee system.” And while their significance has long been recognized in presidential systems, committees are beginning to play an increasingly important role in many parliamentary systems as well.
4. Legislative Oversight of the Executive

The Need for Oversight

Oversight of the executive is perhaps the most important function of any legislature.\(^67\) Oversight has become especially critical given the enormous powers wielded by executive leaders. As one expert on the French parliament notes:

The most important role of a modern parliament is, to quote Sir Kenneth Wheare’s phrase, ‘making the government behave’….The democrat looks to parliament to ensure that the executive is kept under scrutiny and prevented from abusing its power.\(^68\)

Oversight is also the obvious follow-on activity linked to lawmaking. After participating in lawmaking, the legislature’s main role is to see whether laws are being effectively implemented and whether, in fact, they address and correct problems as intended by their drafters.

Overcoming Political and Structural Disincentives

Despite the importance of providing effective oversight, legislators often lack the political incentives to carry out this responsibility. Other activities such as policy issues, constituency service or seeking reelection, are frequently higher on legislators’ agenda, while oversight is perceived of as “boring.”\(^71\) An analysis of legislative-executive relations in South Africa similarly notes that “oversight involves mundane work that provides very little of the public profile to politicians concerned with retaining their seats.”\(^72\)

Political incentives for oversight differ in presidential and parliamentary systems. In presidential systems, the constitutionally prescribed separation of powers fosters competition between the legislative and executive branches. Legislators in presidential systems may have a greater incentive to oversee executive actions in order to improve their institution’s standing (and by association their individual political reputations). This is especially the case during periods of divided government, an increasingly common phenomenon in the United States and France. As one U.S. congressional expert attests:
In times of divided government, congressional oversight offers a ready-made opportunity for the party controlling Congress to undermine public support for the President and his party, all in the name of satisfying one of Congress’ constitutional responsibilities.73

Nevertheless, many presidential systems struggle to conduct effective oversight. The Chilean Congress is hampered by the lack of legislative sanctions, executive transparency (i.e., information about programs being reviewed), budgets for investigative committees, and opportunities for citizen participation.74

In parliamentary systems, majority control by the government, coupled with party loyalty, limits members’ motivation to criticize executive policies. “It is not politically profitable to extend a searchlight upon one’s own closest political allies or literally upon one’s own party.”75 Pressure from above can further silence members. According to a deputy speaker in South Africa, “Ministers have a tendency to intimidate MPs when they become too inquisitive and ask probing questions about their respective departments.”76

Parliamentary governments frequently make little effort to encourage oversight, and as noted above, can limit parliament’s capacity to do so through their control of parliamentary resources, and of MP’s prospects for advancement.

Electoral systems based on party lists can also hamper oversight efforts. In these systems, “when the parliamentary careers of MPs depend on their placement on their party’s list, the last thing they want to do is to engage in activity that challenges the policies and actions of their own party’s government.”77

In parliamentary systems, ministers retain considerable control over the oversight process. This arrangement can severely limit parliament’s attempts to hold the government accountable. One British expert identifies three motivations for governments to curb oversight efforts:

First, governments simply find it easier that way…. Governments do not want to lay themselves open to wider and possibly more effective scrutiny, thus making life potentially more diffi-

---

**Oversight in Emerging Democracies**

Oversight is particularly important in countries undergoing democratic transition, where authoritarian government has been the norm. As an NDI report on the South African National Council of Provinces notes:

Oversight is not simply a matter of policing government. If it is properly carried out by members of all parties, it will also contribute to the transformation of South Africa by ensuring that:

1. MPs can legislate in the future in a way that is alert to the successes and failures of past legislation;

2. Legislation is implemented as intended and is effective;

3. Government policy remains open to the needs and concerns of the people; and

4. Problematic laws are identified and changed.77

Citizens in countries undergoing democratization often have extremely high expectations for their new government. As such, legislative oversight by the legislature is especially critical.
cult... Second, governments do not wish to share power any more widely than absolutely necessary... Third, and arising in part out of the second point, parties in power (and those who aspire to power) do not wish to see their ability to implement their policies diminished.79

A number of observers have found the British Parliament’s capacity for oversight lacking. One experienced civil servant asserted that the British government “is not, in any real sense, accountable for the way it works.”80

While these observations relate specifically to the British case, they may be characteristic of parliamentary systems in general. A Canadian scholar notes that though committees can help play an important oversight role in parliamentary systems, they are disadvantaged by “twin challenges”:

In parliamentary systems based on the Westminster model, committees always have to contend with the twin challenges of, on the one hand, strong demands of the Government for control, even monopoly, of the business of Parliament, and, on the other hand, the desire of opposition and Government alike to continue the electoral battle in its committees.81

An Irish expert agrees: “Strong select committees do not blend easily with this constitutional model, which sees the cabinet as the center of power.”82 In the United Kingdom, perhaps the archetype of this model, ministers frequently can prevent select committees from debating their oversight reports in parliament.83

Nevertheless, some executive leaders are cooperating with legislative leaders to strengthen parliaments, both structurally and financially. The Danish Parliament has enjoyed increasing funding over the last decade. According to one study:

This policy is intended to enhance parliament’s ability to provide effective scrutiny of the executive. There is little point in parliamentary procedures that allow for parliamentary input in policy making or questioning members of the government if parliamentarians do not have the research and administrative staff to assist them.84

Improvements have also been made in New Zealand, where select committees were strengthened in 1985 to more thoroughly oversee government operations. The committees’ terms of reference were expanded, enabling them to initiate inquiries, and subpoena persons and records.85 In addition, rules now require the government to respond to committee petitions within 90 days.

Changes appear to be enhancing incentives for oversight in some cases, though the reasons for this shift are not entirely clear. One cause may be a growing feeling among MPs and others that governments have become overly powerful. After all, governments are supposed to be agents of parliament, not the other way around. Ishmael Roett, a parliamentarian from Barbados, summarizes this view:

Under the present parliamentary system, governments have come to be regarded as elective dictatorships, the public having no influence on the conduct of affairs between elections and Parliament having become powerless to exert any meaningful restraint as long as the government commands a majority.86

Diminishing party loyalty may also increase incentives for oversight, especially among MPs who perceive little chance of obtaining a government position.

Coalition governments might also contribute to better oversight, because some parties within the government may want to increase accountability of their partners. This can be particularly true with small or marginal coalition partners, who desire to increase the oversight abilities of parliament knowing that they will return to opposition ranks.
Also at work may be the increasing acceptance of committees—even in parliamentary systems—as an effective oversight tool. Greater television coverage of oversight efforts, such as question time or committee hearings, may be seen as increasing the oversight leverage of legislators and enhancing political incentives for oversight.

Freedom of information laws—and investigative journalism—have also changed the political landscape, allowing legislators (as well as the general public) access to sensitive government documents.

Oversight by Committees

Committees offer legislators powerful oversight tools. As one expert notes, committees “allow MPs to pursue a line of questioning with ministers in more detail than is possible during question time or during debates on the floor of the house.” Generally, committees employ two oversight mechanisms. One allows committees to request written information from the relevant government and expert sources. In some countries, such as the United States, committees enjoy subpoena power to enforce such requests.

The hearing process constitutes another oversight mechanism. Hearings allow various elements of society—business and NGO leaders, scientists, and citizens—to comment on the effectiveness or efficiency of government programs. Hearings may also give parliamentarians, particularly members of the minority, an opportunity to pose direct, policy-related questions to ministers or other government officials. Often, hearings themselves are the result of citizen complaints. In the Republic of Georgia, for example, the Agriculture Committee held public hearings in 1998 on the implementation of a land privatization policy in response to numerous letters from distressed farmers. The hearing led to the dismissal of a local governor (a presidential appointee).

As noted in the discussion on the legislative process, committee hearings may be conducted privately or be open to the public. The choice carries major implications for oversight. Private (closed) hearings have the potential to increase intra-party and inter-party cooperation, and minimize government embarrassment. Hearings held out of public view may foster substantive policy changes over political competition. However, closed hearings reduce transparency and deprive the media and the public of an important opportunity to engage in the process of policy development and implementation.

Open hearings, by contrast, may increase political incentives for oversight. From the U.S. perspective, “At least with oversight hearings open
to public view, members could envision the possibility of reaping some favorable publicity in recompense for their efforts." General oversight hearings typically receive little attention from the American media. It is only when hearings become investigative inquiries into criminal conduct or gross incompetence that the media are fully engaged.

The United States Congress is the preeminent example of a strong oversight committee system. Both the House of Representatives and the Senate possess approximately 20 permanent committees, specializing in issues ranging from agriculture to transportation to veterans’ affairs. In addition, each committee has a number of subcommittees to focus on more specific issues within the full committee’s broader jurisdiction. Congress also operates numerous temporary commissions and task forces to examine major issues such as security in Europe and tax reform, as well as joint committees of the two chambers.

The committee system of the United States Congress—generally regarded as a model of strong oversight—is nevertheless the subject of significant criticism. Some researchers argue that congressional oversight is conducted primarily in response to “fire alarms” such as scandals and policy crises. This argument makes sense given the normally tedious nature of oversight, for both legislators and the public.

Efforts to improve the situation have had little effect, even by Congress’ own admission. A 1993 congressional report concludes, “the oversight function is more often than not disregarded and needs to be strengthened.” An example of such disregard can be found in the House’s response to reforms enacted in 1974. These reforms encouraged (but did not require) larger committees to create a subcommittee devoted specifically to oversight. However, as of 1998, only five of 13 committees had done so.

Despite political and structural obstacles, committees remain a promising oversight tool. Committee activity facilitates the development of networks between MPs, civil servants, and interest groups—networks that encourage information flows about policy implementation. Committee also encourage MPs to develop expertise in specific policy areas, which in turn allows them to confront ministers on a more equal footing. One British journalist notes the empowering nature of committees in the House of Commons, as well as their increasing contribution to oversight.

I have sensed a serious underlying shift of political energy and media attention, away from the chamber and into the committees....Reputations are being made and lost there, ministers are squirming there, opposition MPs are able to insist on answers there, everything seems more grown-up there. On the floor of the House they are not. Committees feel important; the chamber does not.

Public Accounts Committees

Public Accounts Committees, or PACs, are popular oversight mechanisms in Commonwealth
Critics argue that the American committee system leads to fragmented and uncoordinated review of executive policies. In response to such assessments, the House established the Committee on Government Reform, a single committee devoted solely to oversight. House rules empower this committee to “review and study on a continuing basis the operation of government activities at all levels with a view to determining their economy and efficiency.”\textsuperscript{95} While the Committee can be a powerful oversight mechanism (especially during periods of divided government), its “extraordinarily broad mandate” limits its focus to only a relatively small number of issues during each two-year Congress.

Sweden also possesses a committee devoted exclusively to oversight, called the “parliamentary auditors.” Unlike the National Audit Office, which is part of the executive branch, the parliamentary auditors are a body of 12 MPs and 25 civil servants. They are empowered to audit “the entire chain from policy development in parliament through to implementation in state agencies. The audit focuses on the whole system and broad policy questions…and is not limited to narrow operational details.”\textsuperscript{96}

An NDI report on South Africa’s National Council of Provinces recommends that a similar committee be established for that chamber. The report argues that a “specialized committee is best suited for the tasks of assembling and assessing necessary information and reports concerning implementation results because of the large workload associated with such tasks and the development of expertise that would be needed.” According to the reports’ authors, the expertise required to conduct oversight is different from that in committees dedicated to specific portfolios.\textsuperscript{97} The report also asserts that a single committee for implementation review would be the most effective use of scarce staff resources, because it would concentrate review staff in one committee, rather than spread them over the entire committee system.

countries. Generally chaired by a member of the opposition, PACs oversee the integrity, economy, efficiency and effectiveness of government financial management by examining government financial documents; and considering the reports of the Auditor-General or Comptroller.\textsuperscript{100}

In Nepal, for example, the PAC has since the mid-1990’s been an increasingly effective oversight mechanism, investigating numerous allegations into government malfeasance. The PAC’s success stems from several factors. One, the PAC develops a year-long calendar of activities to track government spending. Two, the committee has developed a strong relationship with the Auditor General, and has increased its contact with him from little more than twice a year to regular briefings. And in order to improve their ethical standing, PAC members voluntarily disclose their assets even though Nepali law does not require it.\textsuperscript{101} Steps such as these have earned members of the PAC considerable praise. An editorial in The Katmandu Post asserted that the Nepali PAC “is helping to instill a confidence in democratic norms and practices.”\textsuperscript{102}
Despite the success of PACs, they are frequently hampered in their efforts to complete their primary mission: compiling an annual report on government expenditures. Such a report requires PACs to accumulate an incredible range of information covering an entire fiscal year. As a result, the final PAC report often focuses on events that took place months, even years earlier. Such a delay makes oversight difficult and potentially less effective.

**Parliamentary Questions**

Parliamentary questions—a mechanism by which legislators can request information from executive leaders and call them to account on policy actions—are the traditional form of oversight in parliamentary systems. Although originally developed in the British House of Commons, this practice can now be found around the world.

Parliamentary questions are best known in their oral form, when opposition members interrogate government leaders on policy issues during a forum known as “question time.” Question time is generally a dynamic and very public process. In Australia, “the importance of question time is highlighted by the fact that at no other time in a normal sitting day is the House so well attended.” The general public and the media also take an increased interest in this aspect of parliamentary proceedings, especially in case of the British House of Commons. This is not the case everywhere, though. In France, broadcasts of question time “have an extremely limited audience and no political effect at all.”

Question time serves essentially two purposes. One purpose is oversight. Forcing parliamentary leaders to answer questions allows ordinary MPs and the public-at-large to examine (and eventually pass judgment on) government policies. The second purpose is political. Parliamentary questions offer a forum to both governing and opposition parties to engage in partisan debate, often for the benefit of an interested public.

Members of the opposition focus primarily on issues on which they disagree with the government and believe they can score political points. The Government Assurances Committee is tasked with following-up promises made by ministers during question time. While the Committee rarely met, it has shown increasing signs of asserting its role. During the first two sessions of 2000, the Committee met at least ten times, called two Ministers in for questioning (including the Minister of Finance), requested and received information from various Ministries, and is preparing a report to be laid before Parliament for debate in the last meeting of 2000.
To this end, they will often ask follow-up, or “supplementary,” questions in order to further highlight policy differences between the parties. For its part, members of the ruling party will ask questions that highlight government successes and cast opposition policies in a negative light.

In some parliaments, question time dictates that all ministers be present. This is the case in Australia, but British rules only require the presence of those ministers who have been given notice. Australia also differs from the United Kingdom in that questions are put to ministers without notice. As a result, ministers must answer questions on the spot and therefore have less time to fashion a response to the government’s advantage. In contrast, ministers in Morocco are given 20 days to answer a question. This significant delay permits the government extra time to either craft a politically favorable response, or merely allow the issue to die down and become irrelevant.

Each legislature sets out rules that dictate the procedure for parliamentary questions and answers. Many of these rules appear to organize a strict and orderly process. In practice, however, question time can be quite chaotic, a feature that makes it all the more popular with members and the public.

Oral questions are not the only form of parliamentary questions—written questions have also become an important part of the process. The format of written questions varies. In the United Kingdom for example, some written questions are those left unanswered when question time expired. Others are specifically designed for a written response.

According to some scholars, little distinction exists between the written and oral questions. However, written questions “represent a good and relatively quick way for a member to get authoritative information or a formal, ‘on the record’ statement of government policy.”

Although they offer an opportunity for MPs to engage in political dueling, parliamentary questions may be an ineffective tool for oversight. One problem is that many issues go unaddressed. In other cases, MPs ask irrelevant or inappropriate questions that focus on personal or political
issues rather than on particular policies. Other questions become rambling political speeches perhaps appropriate for another forum.\textsuperscript{114}

A common problem with question time is that substantive answers are often avoided.\textsuperscript{115} In Australia, the requirement that ministers provide “relevant” answers is only very loosely adhered to.\textsuperscript{116} Similarly, in the United Kingdom, “Ministers may give no more information than the precise terms of the question require, and often considerably less. It is impossible to compel a Minister to tell everything he knows on every topic.”\textsuperscript{117}

From an executive’s position, at least as expressed by the Yemeni Prime Minister, the parliament summons ministers to testify or answer questions without due notice, and MPs often have no understanding of the formal channels for conducting their affairs with the executive. Yemeni MPs, in turn, asserted that they are totally ignored by ministers, have no recourse when ministers refuse to appear before parliament, and are not given adequate information about ministerial administration and budgets to form proper questions.\textsuperscript{118}

In Poland, MPs vote to approve or reject ministerial answers to parliamentary questions. According to a former Polish MP and Minister of Education, while “rejection of the government’s answer has no practical consequence, it is a slap in the face and for obvious reasons the government tries to avoid this.”\textsuperscript{119}

**Confidence Votes**

One of the most powerful—and explosive—tools a parliament has to oversee the executive lies in its ability to reject it altogether through a vote of no confidence.\textsuperscript{120} As two legislative scholars observe, “In a very real sense, one of the main jobs of the legislature in a parliamentary democracy is
Relations with the Media

Good relations with the media can significantly improve legislative capacity. However, developing and maintaining these relationships requires considerable effort. This is especially true given the natural advantages enjoyed by executive leaders. In addition to wielding more political power, executive leaders are fewer in number and more easily recognized than legislators. Therefore, executive leaders generally receive far more public attention than legislators.\footnote{123}

Given this disadvantage, legislators must make every effort to attract attention to themselves and their issues. Good relations with the media do not require exorbitant resources. Instead, good media relations require that legislators make it easy and interesting for journalists to follow their operations. For example, journalists should have access to plenary sessions and committee hearings. The legislature should provide prompt transcripts and, where possible, office space and support.

The U.S. House of Representatives, for example, maintains three rooms, or “galleries,” to assist the media. These galleries serve as a liaison between individual member offices and the media, and are administered by an executive committee of correspondents.\footnote{124}

Successful no-confidence votes naturally lead to political upheaval. A succession of confidence votes can result in considerable instability as governments constantly come and go (Italy is a prime example). To avoid this situation, some countries have followed Germany’s lead and instituted a “constructive vote of no confidence.” This provision, found in article 67 of Germany’s Basic Law, requires that a motion proposing a vote of no confidence also contain the name of the new prime minister (or Chancellor). According to the German Ambassador to India, the constructive vote of no confidence “proved to be the backbone of political stability in Germany. Majorities are easily available to kick a government out of office. However, it is so much more difficult to produce a majority to elect a new man to replace the present office holder.”\footnote{125}

In some countries, such as Canada, every policy vote represents a potential confidence vote. In other words, a tradition of strict party loyalty dictates that the majority party will support all government proposals. If not, the government has effectively lost the confidence of parliament. This practice has displeased some government backbenchers, because of its “chilling effect” on parliamentary criticism.\footnote{126}

Like Hungary, Poland has the option for a confidence vote on an individual minister, which is not a referendum on overall government policies, but rather on that person’s performance in office. Former Polish MP Jerzy Wiatr describes the procedure as “a very unpleasant experience for a Minister…. His critics take the floor and speak about his shortcomings. He can defend himself but is on the defensive. All this is televised so the people in the country can watch.” According to Wiatr, the final vote is not very important, since the governing majority can watch. “But all this criticism still remains in people’s memories. So it is still important to avoid it. This gives the opposition a certain leverage.”\footnote{127}
Legislative-Executive Relations

External Oversight Mechanisms

Legislators can also establish institutions outside of the legislature to assist them with legislative oversight. Although independent, these entities typically report directly to the legislature. Their work relieves legislators from some of the burdens of oversight, much of which requires continual examination and painstaking attention to detail.

Ombudspersons

Originally developed in Sweden in 1809, an ombudsperson is an independent and impartial officer who investigates complaints of government malfeasance and reports directly to the legislature. Diverse countries around the world have established such a position—one expert describes the spread of ombudspersons as “a worldwide phenomenon.”

Ombudspersons play a crucial role in strengthening legislatures, especially for “parliaments that have lost ground in legislative and budgetary matters” to the executive.” Ombudspersons are usually appointed by the legislature, and in rare cases by the council of ministers. In Poland, for example, the parliament appoints the ombudsperson to a four-year term, during which the office holder may be removed only if she or he commits a breach of the ombudsperson’s oath.

The highly personalized nature of the institution makes the selection of an ombudsperson especially critical. The office-holder must be recognized as a person of high integrity with strong administrative abilities. In addition, a description of British ombudspersons notes that independence is vital to their effectiveness. “Ombuds[persons] are constitutionally independent of other institutions of the state and government, and cannot be controlled by them; for instance, an investigation cannot be halted because it might embarrass or inconvenience a Minister or the Government.”

Many countries employ more than one ombudsperson. For example, Hungary has four ombudspersons: the Parliamentary Commissioner (general ombudsperson), the Parliamentary Commissioner for Human Rights, the Parliamentary Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information, and the Parliamentary Commissioner for Ethnic Minorities. In New Zealand, there is a special Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment.

Auditors-General (or Comptrollers)

Auditors-General are similar to ombudspersons, except that their responsibilities are limited to matters relating to the receipt and disbursement of public funds. The office of the auditor-general employs a variety of professionals—economists, auditors, lawyers, program evaluators, public

Relations with NGOs

Like the media, NGOs can be useful allies for legislators to spread their message. Not only do NGOs frequently possess a membership base, they often maintain extensive networks with other groups. In addition, because NGOs typically know a great deal about their issues, NGOs can provide legislators with valuable information to assist them in their oversight efforts. NGOs can also supplement research efforts in legislatures where lack of resources limits the ability to fund legislative staff. For example, an NDI report recommends that the South African National Council of Provinces look to NGOs (as well as universities and the private sector) to “loan” temporary staff members to parliament to conduct legislative research and other duties.

Ombudspersons are constitutionally independent of other institutions of the state and government, and cannot be controlled by them; for instance, an investigation cannot be halted because it might embarrass or inconvenience a Minister or the Government.”
policy analysts, etc.— to assess government spending habits and to report any discrepancies to the legislature. As the Australian Office of the Auditor-General notes:

The Office of the Auditor-General performs a role for which Parliament itself is not well suited.

The Auditor-General has the resources, knowledge and technical expertise needed to assess whether government agencies present financial statements which fairly represent their financial position and which comply with relevant laws and standards.\textsuperscript{134}

Like ombudspersons, the auditor-general reports directly to the legislature and usually works closely with the legislature’s public accounts committee.

**Legislative Liaison Offices**

Another tool that can improve oversight (as well as legislative-executive relations in general) are intergovernmental liaisons. In Georgia, for example, the president has a liaison representative in parliament, while the Scottish parliament has instituted a ministerial position to oversee government business in parliament.\textsuperscript{137}

The success of these offices requires the cooperation of both legislators and executive leaders. In 1999, a Yemeni Minister for Labor visited the U.S. Department of Energy’s Legislative Liaison Office to learn how to establish such an entity in Yemen. The office director outlined a number of points that helped the office improve relations between the Department and Congress:

1. **The Role of Staff:** Both the House and Senate liaisons had served as staff in Congress for many years and thus enjoyed close relationships they could use to the benefit of the Department. Furthermore, liaison staff plays a key role, in supplying timely (and copious) information to Members of Congress in order to build support for its legislative agenda.

2. **The Importance of Media:** Strategic use of the press was introduced as a way of giving the appearance of momentum behind particular initiatives.
3. Cooperation rather than Contention: Positive relations with Congress are a vital component of any successful initiative. Rather than viewing Congress as a nuisance, the Department saw it as a key source of potential ideas and political support.³³⁸

5. Tools to Level the Playing Field: Conclusion

Vibrant, active legislatures are an essential component of democracy in the 21st century. Although the executive may enjoy some natural advantages in setting the policy agenda, including better access to information and resources, legislatures have a legitimate and substantial role in meaningfully deliberating and passing legislation and performing oversight of the executive.

While this legislative role is universally recognized and established in most nations’ constitutions, it is a frequent source of friction and disagreement between legislatures and executive the world over. Creating a workable, mutually agreed upon balance can be an extremely difficult task.

The relative balance of legislative-executive power in a country is a constantly evolving dynamic. The balance may ebb and flow as personalities, politics, current events and public opinion alter the political landscape. In the United States, for example, many laws extending prerogatives and authorities to the executive branch were repealed in the mid-1970s in response to high-level malfeasance associated with Watergate.

Many emerging democracies with a legacy of strong “top down” executive leadership struggle to determine the proper balance of power between the legislature and executive. In addition to the difficulties posed by a powerful and entrenched executive branch, legislatures in these situations are often unsure of their privileges, lacking precedents, and operating under a new, unproven constitution.

This paper has outlined the foundations of legislative-executive relations in parliamentary and presidential systems including:

* The fundamental differences in parliamentary and presidential systems; and,

* Incentives and disincentives for confrontation and compromise, including paths to executive leadership and the role of backbenchers and opposition.

The paper has also highlighted some of the tools and mechanisms that are used by legislatures in both established and emerging democracies to assert their legitimate rights and exercise their prerogatives in the policymaking and oversight spheres.

In the area of policymaking, legislatures have developed mechanisms to assist them in the following areas:

* Participating in the pre-legislative stage of policymaking;

* Initiating legislation;

* Amending bills;

* Debating and approving/rejecting legislation;

* Participating in the budget process; and

* Strengthening the deliberative role of committees.

To assist themselves in fulfilling their oversight responsibilities, legislatures have developed the following tools:
* Oversight by committee, including creation of separate oversight and/or public account committees;

* Establishing formal mechanisms for posing oral and written questions to ministers;

* Confidence votes; and

* External oversight mechanisms such as ombudsmen, auditors general, comptrollers, and legislative liaison offices at ministries.

Legislators in democracies worldwide are using these and other tools to achieve greater balance in legislative-executive relations and enhance their participation in the policymaking and oversight process. This ongoing effort requires the commitment from both executive and legislative sides of the relationship, as well as civic leaders, the media and the public at large.
APPENDIX I : ROLE OF LEGISLATURE IN LAWMAKING AND OVERSIGHT PROCESSES

The following charts summarize various components of legislative-executive relations and draw distinctions between legislatures that are active partners in this relationship and those whose influence is quite limited. As with the text, the charts separate the information into participation of the legislature during the legislative process and participation of the legislature in oversight efforts. These charts roughly describe the issues discussed at length above. For country examples, additional details, explanations and exceptions, please refer to the relevant section(s) in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participation of Legislature in Lawmaking Process</th>
<th>Extensive Participation</th>
<th>Limited Participation</th>
<th>Little or No Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-Introduction</strong></td>
<td>Extensive executive consultation with Parliament prior to introduction of major bills, budget (MPs on Green Paper Commissions, MP’s comments are incorporated into legislation).</td>
<td>Consultation limited and recommendations seldom incorporated into bills.</td>
<td>Bills introduced with no legislative consultation and input.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction</strong></td>
<td>Individual members, including opposition and backbenchers, may introduce bills with no restriction.</td>
<td>Some limitations on member bills (e.g., bills may not have financial consequences).</td>
<td>All bills initiated by government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committee Review</strong></td>
<td>Strong committee system: • Active hearing schedule • Ministers testify • Amendment power/Subpoena power • Member/staff expertise</td>
<td>Committees may have some legislative responsibility, but may be unable or unwilling to aggressively exercise it.</td>
<td>Inactive committee system with no independent authority and limited expertise and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legislative Capacity</strong></td>
<td>Legislators are sufficiently trained, possess staff and resources to independently analyze proposals and develop alternatives.</td>
<td>Legislature has some ability to develop and promote its agenda, but may be limited by lack of resources and/or political will.</td>
<td>Legislature is untrained, understaffed and under-equipped, giving executive leaders major policymaking advantage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Budget</strong></td>
<td>Members take active role in debating and amending budget; changes in budget do not undermine government.</td>
<td>Parliament has some ability to modify the budget.</td>
<td>Amendments to budget not permitted; defeat tantamount to vote of no confidence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Degree to which Legislature Conducts Legislative Oversight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Comprehensive Legislative Oversight</th>
<th>Limited Legislative Oversight</th>
<th>Little or No Legislative Oversight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committee Oversight</strong></td>
<td>Strong oversight by committees:</td>
<td>Committees respond solely to issues brought to their attention, but lack comprehensive or proactive approach to oversight; Committees may lack critical expertise or resources.</td>
<td>Lack of committee oversight; Committee hearings seldom include ministers or other high government officials; written requests for information are ignored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Committee has adequate staff and expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ministers attend oversight hearings and respond promptly to written requests for information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• May conduct investigations and/or site visits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Accounts Committee</strong></td>
<td>Separate, well-staffed and funded Public Accounts Committee conducts coordinated oversight of government expenditures; coordinates efforts with Auditor General.</td>
<td>Existing Public Accounts Committee, but may be understaffed or under funded.</td>
<td>No Public Accounts Committee; Legislative oversight of financial policy is under-resourced or nonexistent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parliamentary Questions</strong></td>
<td>Frequent use of parliamentary questions; ministers are required to respond appropriately and promptly; Prime Minister and other Ministers attend public “Question Time.”</td>
<td>Legislature uses parliamentary questions, ministers often evade questions and/or give insufficient responses; opposition may be given adequate opportunity to raise issues.</td>
<td>Limited or no use of parliamentary questions; ministers ignore written questions and do not attend “Question Period.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent External Oversight</strong></td>
<td>Existence of independent, well-staffed external oversight entities such as Auditor General, Comptroller, Ombudsman.</td>
<td>Some institutions exist, may be underfunded, understaffed, or underutilized by legislature.</td>
<td>No independent external oversight entities; parliament must identify and pursue oversight issues on its own.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**APPENDIX II: SHOULD MINISTERS SERVE ON PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>Can Ministers Serve on Committees?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>Yes, although not as chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia-Hercegovina</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Minister: No Parliamentary Secretaries: Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>Can Ministers Serve on Committees?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Duma: No Council of the Federation: Yes, if the minister is a Council deputy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Senate: Yes, by Senate Resolution House: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question of whether ministers should serve on committees has been particularly controversial, and has a major effect on legislative-executive relations. In a few cases, governments have attempted to control committee activity by placing ministers on committees, occasionally as chairs. However, this practice severely limits committees' independence from the executive branch. Consequently, the vast majority of legislatures do not allow ministers (or other executive leaders) to serve on permanent committees.139

The table above compares the rules regarding ministers sitting on committees in 26 established and developing democracies. Only five of the selected countries—Russia, Thailand, Bangladesh, Ghana and Malawi—allow ministers to sit on committees. However, the Russian and Thai cases are limited to the upper chamber. In the Thai case, a Senate resolution is required, and in Russia, ministers may sit on Council of the Federation committees only if they are already members of that chamber.
In Bangladesh and Ghana, ministers serve on committees related to their portfolio, but typically not as chairs. This practice affects legislative-executive relations both positively and negatively in Bangladesh. According to NDI officials there, MPs are not intimidated by the ministers’ presence. Indeed, MPs appreciate that the structure nearly guarantees that ministers participate in committee activities. In contrast, this arrangement does not always sit well with committee chairmen, who are appointed by the government. Fearing political repercussions, chairmen rarely confront ministers aggressively, and worry that committee demands will prove overly burdening for ministers.

In Malawi, ministers serve on committees, but not (with one exception) on committees related to their portfolio. The presence of ministers on committees has been ruled unconstitutional, but the practice continues nonetheless. According to NDI sources there, this custom is problematic for committee members from both ruling and opposition parties. In the case of members from the ruling party, their ability to speak freely is often compromised because of party interests. Likewise, committee members from the opposition do not trust ministers, thereby restricting the level of debate and cooperation between members that exists when ministers are not present.

The Canadian case also deserves special attention. There, ministers do not serve on committees, but their parliamentary secretaries do. Although they are not formal cabinet members, parliamentary secretaries serve as “eyes and ears” for ministers and help guide committee discussion based on the Government’s policy wishes. Although parliamentary secretaries possess the same voting power as other committee members, their close relationship to their minister gives them considerable political power. Parliamentary secretaries affect committees in two ways. On the one hand, their presence increases communication between ministries and committees, and therefore may aid legislative development. On the other hand, their presence also decreases committee independence from the executive branch, and therefore may reduce the ability of committees to conduct oversight.
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